
Product Description:

Diamond gang saw blades are one of the most widely and most advanced tools used in
cutting stone blocks.The diamond gang saw blades have the characteristics of high
processing efficiency, high yield, high cutting accuracy, good surface evenness, high
flexibility of plate size, saving water and electricity.

The diamond blades are used on single blade gang saw machines to square blocks and cut
thicknesses or on multi-blade gang saw machines for sawing marble slabs and stones.
Thanks to its long experience matured all over the world.

Boreway (China Gang Saw For Stone Cutting Manufacturer) has created a complete
range of diamond blades suitable for many different types of gang saw used, different
materials to cut, specific quality needs and cutting speeds requested by the customers.

Other types segment of gang saw blades 

 

 1.Cymbiform shape. The cymbiform gang saw segment is usually used for
cutting travertine and the stone has holes inside which will lead to easy drop of
diamond segments. For example, Turkey beige travertine, South America
travertine and China black travertine, these stone is hard, abrasive, and may
make the diamond segments drop from the blade during cutting.

 

 2.Trapezoid shape. Today more and more manufacturers are inclined to make
it trapezoidal, trapezoid gang saw segment becomes mainstream shape. An
advantage of this shape is that the cutting resistance on the diamond segment
sizes can be reduced, the segment won’t drop easily, and the cutting efficiency
is highly improved.

 

 3.Cuboids shape. Normally the shape is cuboids, this is the earliest shape
invented in Italy and Portuguese which is still popular nowadays.

Specification:

Specification of Electroplated Diamond Saw Blade For Supplies:

 Steel Blank  

 Blade Height(mm) 180

 Overall Length(mm) 3950,4100
4400,4600

 Blade Thickness(mm) 1.5,1.75,
2.0, 2.5

 Segment Dimension 
 Length(mm) 20-50

 Width(mm) 2.4/2.2, 2.8/2.4,
3.5/2.9, 4.2/3.6

 

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Gang-Saw-Blade-for-Cutting-Stone-Block-china-factory-price.html


Reference Data

 Cutting Material  Cutting Area  Cutting Speed

 Beige Stone SerieBeige Stone Series  4000M2  14-20cm/h

 Emperador Stone Series  20000M2  12-18cm/h

 Serpent granite Series  45000M2  16-18cm/h

 Sandstone Series  8000M2  45-80cm/h

 Artificial Stone Series  10000M2  25-35cm/h

Other Specifications Are Available Upon Customers' Requests.

Advantages:

1.Long Life.



2.High Efficiency.
3.Narrow Saw Kerf.
4.Smooth and fast cutting
5.Longer life than common gang saw segments.
6.Small cutting slot ,less waste of cutting object.
7.cutting speed 25%-35% increased than normal type.
8.Low Energy Consumption And Comprehensive Cost. 

Wholesale Diamond Gang Saw Blade For Stone Cutting *Customized specifications are
acceptable

Application:

Specially used for processing artificial granite stone slabs.

Suitable machines: Applicable to various gang saw machines.

a. Diamond gang saw segment for cutting soft marble (beige/cream, white ect.)
b. Diamond gang saw segment for cutting medium hard marble (Indian green, dark Indian
green, Serpegg-Iante, new portolo, emperador light etc.)
c. Diamond gang saw segment for cutting artificial stone and quartz stone.

For More Products, Please Click: Diamond Gang Saw Segment Silver Welding
Factory

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-gang-saw-blade-for-cutting-stone-block-factory-price-diamond-tools.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Granite-block-cutting-blades.htm
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Granite-block-cutting-blades.htm


About Us:

Packing & Delivery:



1.Tools packing in carton cases;
2.Large machines packing in wooden cases;
3.When tools are in large quantities, they are packing in wooden cases.

Our Service:

1. Low order quantity: it can meet the test order you need.

2. Fast delivery: We get a big discount from the freight forwarder.

3. OEM acceptable: We can produce according to your samples or drawings.

4. Excellent quality: We have a strict quality control system. Has a good reputation in the
market.

5. Quality service: We treat customers as God with a high degree of professionalism and
enthusiasm.

Contact Us:

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com



Lyon Chang


